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Abstract
In this paper, we study the simultaneous and non-simultaneous blow-up problem for
a system of two nonlinear diﬀusion equations in a bounded interval, coupled at the
boundary in a nonlinear way. Under certain hypotheses on the initial data and
parameters, we prove that non-simultaneous blow-up is possible. Moreover, we get
some conditions on which simultaneous blow-up must occur, as well as the
non-simultaneous blow-up conditions for every initial data. Furthermore, we get a
result on the coexistence of both simultaneous and non-simultaneous blow-ups.
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1 Introduction andmain results
In this paper, we study the nonlinear parabolic system
{
ut = (um)xx + λuα ,
vt = (vn)xx + λvβ ,
(x, t) ∈DT = (, )× (,T), (.)
with nonlinear coupling boundary conditions
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
(um)x(, t) = upvq (, t),
(vn)x(, t) = upvq (, t),
(um)x(, t) = ,
(vn)x(, t) = ,
t ∈ (,T), (.)
and the initial data
{
u(x, ) = u(x),
v(x, ) = v(x),
x ∈ [, ], (.)
where m,n > , α,β ,p,q ≥ , p,q > , the initial conditions u, v ≥ δ > , are continu-
ous bounded and satisfy
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{
u′ ≥ , (um )′′ + λuα ≥ ,
v′ ≥ , (vn)′′ + λvβ ≥ ,
x ∈ [, ]. (.)
Remark . Combining (.) with the comparison principle, we can actually get following
relationships:
ut ,ux, vt , vx ≥ , u, v≥ δ > , for all x ∈ [, ] and t ∈ [,T).
The reaction-diﬀusion system (.)-(.) can be used to describe heat transfer in amixed
medium with absorptions and nonlinear boundary ﬂux, and some chemical reaction pro-
cesses with the slow diﬀusion phenomenon (see [, ]).
In [], Song and Zheng considered the blow-up conditions of the following problem:
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(um)t =u + uαvp , (vn)t =v + uqvβ , (x, t) ∈  × (,T),
∂u
∂η
= uαvp , ∂v
∂η
= uqvβ , (x, t) ∈ ∂ × (,T),
u(x, ) = u(x), v(x, ) = v(x), x ∈ ,
where  is a bounded domain in RN , m,n > , αi,βi,pi,qi ≥ . If we let um = u, vn = v,
N = , p = q = , we just get system (.)-(.). From the conclusions in [], we know that
the solution of system (.)-(.) blows up if and only if one of the following conditions
holds:
() max{α,p} > ,
() max{β ,q} > ,
() pq > ( – p)( – q).
In this case we can only have
lim
t→T sup
{∥∥u(·, t)∥∥∞ + ∥∥v(·, t)∥∥∞} =∞.
However, from the above result, we cannot show that blow-up is simultaneous or non-
simultaneous. The blow-up rate is not known yet.
Recently, the simultaneous and non-simultaneous blow-up problems of parabolic sys-
tems have been widely considered by many authors [–]. For example, whenm = n = ,
λi = , Pinasco and Rossi [] considered the system of heat equations coupled via a non-
linear boundary ﬂux with  ⊂ RN and found that u blows up at time T and v remains
bounded up to time T for certain initial data if and only if p >  and p < p – .
When λi = , α = β = , m > , n > , Brändle et al. [] studied problem (.)-(.) and
proved that the non-simultaneous blow-ups occur if and only if
p < max
{
p – , p – (m + )
}
.
They also found some conditions under which u blows up and v remains bounded for
every initial data.
When m = n =  and λi < , Zheng and Qiao [] also got the suﬃcient and necessary
conditions of non-simultaneous blow-up.
In this paper, by using a modiﬁcation of methods in [] and [] we will focus on the
simultaneous and non-simultaneous blow-up problems to (.)-(.), and we get our main
results as follows.
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Theorem . When λi > , if max{α,p} >m and
max{p –m,α} > p + , (.)
then there exists initial data (u, v) such that u blows up at a ﬁnite time T ,while v remains
bounded up to T .
Theorem . When λi >  and max{α,p} > m, if u blows up at time T and v remains
bounded up to T , then (.) holds.
Theorem . When λi < , if p >mand p –m > max{p +,α}, then there exists initial
data (u, v) such that u blows up at a ﬁnite time T , while v remains bounded up to T .
Remark . Whenm = n =  and λi < , Theorem . is consistent with Theorem  in [].
By interchanging the roles of u and v, we get the following results.
Corollary . When λi > ,
(i) if max{β ,q} > n and
max{q – n,β} > q + , (.)
then there exists initial data (u, v) such that v blows up at a ﬁnite time T , while u
remains bounded up to T .
(ii) When max{β ,q} > n, if v blows up at a ﬁnite time T and u remains bounded up
to T , then (.) holds.
Corollary . When λi < , if q > n and q – n > max{q + ,β}, then there exists initial
data (u, v) such that v blows up at a ﬁnite time T , while u remains bounded up to T .
Theorem . When λi > , if max{α,p} > m and p +  ≥ max{p – m,α}, then for
any initial data (u, v) the solution (u, v) to (.)-(.) blows up simultaneously at a ﬁnite
time T .
Theorem . When λi > , if max{α,p} > m and (.) holds, then the set of initial data
such that u blows up and v remains bounded is open in the L∞ topology. If max{β ,q} > n
and (.) holds, then the set of initial data such that v blows up and u remains bounded is
open in L∞ topology.
Next, inspired by [, ], we consider the coexistence of both simultaneous and non-
simultaneous blow-ups, and we get the blow-up rate if simultaneous blow-ups occur.
Theorem . When λi > , if
{
max{α,p} >m,
p –m > max{α, p + }, (.)
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and
{
max{β ,q} > n,
q – n > max{β , q + }, (.)
then theremay occur both simultaneous and non-simultaneous blow-ups.Moreover, if (u, v)
blow up simultaneously, then there exist positive constants c, C such that
c(T – t)–θ ≤ max
[,]
u(·, t)≤ C(T – t)–θ ,
c(T – t)–θ ≤ max
[,]
v(·, t)≤ C(T – t)–θ , as t → T ,
where
θ =
n – q + q + 
pq – (n – q + )(m – p + )
,
θ =
m – p + p + 
pq – (n – q + )(m – p + )
.
Finally, let us show that, under certain conditions, blow-up is always non-simultaneous.
Theorem . When λi > , if
{
p > max{m, m+α },
q > max{n, n+β },
and
{
n – q + q + ≥ ,
m – p + p +  < ,
(.)
then u blows up and v remains bounded for any initial data.
Theorem . When λi > , if max{α,p} >m, max{β ,q} ≤  and (.) holds, then u blows
up and v remains bounded for any initial data.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we ﬁrst get some blow-
up results of scalar problems, and using them to prove Theorems .-.. In Section , we
consider the coexistence of both simultaneous and non-simultaneous blow-ups, Theo-
rems ., . are proved. In Section , we show that non-simultaneous blow-ups always
occur, and we prove Theorems . and ..
2 Non-simultaneous and simultaneous blow-up
In this section, in order to proveTheorems .-., wewill startwith the following problem:
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
ut = (ul)xx + λuq, (x, t) ∈ (, )× (,T),
(ul)x(, t) = up(, t)h(t), (ul)x(, t) = , t ∈ (,T),
u(x, ) = u(x), x ∈ [, ],
(.)
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where l > , q,p > , and λ ∈ R, h(t) is a continuous, bounded, nondecreasing, and strictly
positive function.
When h = , λ = , problem (.) has been already studied in [–]. There, it is shown
that solutions blow up if and only if
max{q,p} > .
By the comparison principle, when λ > , the solutions of (.) blow up if and only if the
same restriction.
When λ < , we know from [], if p > l and q < p – l, that the solutions of (.) blow
up for large initial data.
We give the blow-up rate of the solution of (.) in the following two lemmas.
Lemma . Let u be a solution of (.) with λ > , if max{q,p} > l, then there exist positive
constants c and C, such that
c(T – t)–σ ≤ max
[,]
u(·, t)≤ C(T – t)–σ . (.)
(i) When p > q + l, σ = p–l– .
(ii) When p < q + l, σ = q– .
(iii) When p = q + l, σ = q– =

p–l– .
Proof Notice that if case (i) holds, by max{q,p} > l and p > q + l, we get p > l. If case (ii)
holds, it follows from max{q,p} > l and p < q+ l that q > l. Thus, by a similar proof to that
of Theorem . in [], we can prove easily Lemma .. We omit it here. 
Lemma . When λ < , p > l, and p > q + l. If u be a solution of (.), then there exist
positive constants c and C, such that
c(T – t)–σ ≤ max
[,]
u(·, t)≤ C(T – t)–σ , (.)
where σ = p–l– .
Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem . in []. We omit it here. 
Furthermore, we need to consider the following problem.
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
vt = vxx + λvk , (x, t) ∈ (, )× (,T),
vx(, t) = C(T – t)–svk (, t), vx(, t) = , t ∈ (,T),
v(x, ) = v(x), x ∈ [, ],
(.)
where ki, s >  and λ ∈ R.




∥∥v(·, t)∥∥∞ < ‖v‖∞.
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let t be the ﬁrst time that
max
[,]
v(·, t) = v(, t) = K .
If such t does not exist, v will remain bounded with v < K , the conclusion follows.
Let (x, t) be the fundamental solution of the heat equation in [, ], so









It is well known that  satisﬁes (see []),
∫ 

(x – y, t – z)dy≤ ,
∫ t
z










(x – y, t – τ ) = x – y(t – τ )(x – y, t – τ ), x, y ∈ [, ], ≤ z < t.









(x – y, t – τ )
(


















(x, t – τ )v(, τ )dτ ,













C(t – τ )–svk (, τ ) √π (t – τ )




(t – τ )(, t – τ )dτ .
Furthermore, we have





(t – τ )–s–/ dτ + v(, t)C∗
√
t. (.)
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(i) If λ < , (.) becomes




(t – τ )–s–/ dτ + v(, t)C∗
√
t. (.)
Since s < /, for N = kKk– + , if we choose T suﬃciently small enough,
∫ t
 (t –
τ )–s–/ dτ can be smaller than √π/NC, also √t ≤
√
T ≤ /(NC∗). Thus
N – 




since v(, t) = K ,
(N – )





N ≤ kKk– + ,
this is a contradiction.





if we choose T suﬃciently small enough,
∫ t





T ≤ /(NC∗). Thus
v(, t)≤ v() + N v








this is also a contradiction. 
Lemma . For given v, let v(x, t) be the solution of the following problem:
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
vt = (vn)xx + λvβ , (x, t) ∈ (, )× (,T),
(vn)x(, t) = C(T – t)–svq (, t), (vn)x(, t) = , t ∈ (,T),
v(x, ) = v(x), x ∈ [, ],
(.)




∥∥v(·, t)∥∥∞ < ‖v‖∞.
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Proof Given v, let z be a solution of (.), with z(x) = vn(x), k = βn , k =
q
n . A constant
C(z) = (n(‖z‖∞) n–n )– in front of zt . Let v = z/n, then
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
C(z)nvn–vt = (vn)xx + λvβ , (x, t) ∈ (, )× (,T),
(vn)x(, t) = C(T – t)–svq (, t), (vn)x(, t) = , t ∈ (,T),
v(x, ) = z/n (x) = v(x), x ∈ [, ],
since s < /, from Lemma ., we know that a small enough T can be found, such that
sup
<t<T
∥∥z(·, t)∥∥∞ < ‖z‖∞.
z is also bounded away from zero and zt > , so we have
nvn– < C(z)
.
Therefore v is a supersolution of problem (.). Hence
sup
<t<T
∥∥v(·, t)∥∥∞ ≤ sup<t<T
∥∥v(·, t)∥∥∞ < (‖v‖n∞) n . 
Lemma. If n >  and s≥ /, then every nonnegative, nontrivial solution of the following
problem blows up at time T ,
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
vt = (vn)xx, (x, t) ∈ (, )× (,T),
(vn)x(, t) = C(T – t)–s, (vn)x(, t) = , t ∈ (,T),
v(x, ) = v(x), x ∈ [, ].
(.)
Proof It is an immediate conclusion of Theorem .(i) in []. 
Proof of Theorem . First, we consider u to be a solution of the following problem:
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
ut = (um)xx + λuα , (x, t) ∈ (, )× (,T ′),
(um)x(, t) = δqup (, t), (um)x(, t) = , t ∈ (,T ′),
u(x, ) = u(x), x ∈ [, ].
Since max{α,p} >m > , u blows up at ﬁnite time T ′. From Lemma ., we also have the
estimate
u(·, t)≤ C(T ′ – t)–σ , for all (x, t) ∈ [, ]× [,T ′).
In particular, u(x) = u(x, )≤ C(T ′)–σ , that is, T ′ ≤ ( Cu(x) )/σ .
Since v≥ δ > , for all (x, t) ∈ [, ]× [,T), u is a supersolution of u. Then u also blows
up, and the blow-up time T is smaller than T ′. Thus we have T ≤ T ′ ≤ ( Cu(x) )/σ . As σ > ,
we can choose the initial data u(x) large enough such that T is small.
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We claim that there exists u large enough such that v < K for all (x, t) ∈ [, ]× [,T]. If
this claim is not true, there exists  < t < T , which is the ﬁrst time v(, t) = K . So when
t ∈ [, t], v≤ K , when t ∈ [t,T], v≥ K . We denote a cutoﬀ function
v˜(x, t) =
{
v(x, t), (x, t) ∈ [, ]× [, t],
K , (x, t) ∈ [, ]× [t,T],
obviously, v˜ is a bounded, continuous, and nondecreasing function.
Let u˜ be a solution of following problem:
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
u˜t = (˜um)xx + λu˜α , (x, t) ∈ (, )× (, T˜),
(˜um)x(, t) = u˜p˜vq (, t), (˜um)x(, t) = , t ∈ (, T˜),
u˜(x, ) = u(x), x ∈ [, ].
u˜ blows up at T˜ , by Lemma .,
u˜(·, t)≤ C(T˜ – t)–σ , for all (x, t) ∈ [, ]× [, T˜).
As v˜≤ v for (x, t) ∈ [, ]× [,T], u˜ is a subsolution of u, thus we have T ≤ T˜ . Therefore,
u(, t) = u˜(, t)≤ C(T˜ – t)–σ ≤ C(T – t)–σ ,  < t ≤ t.
Now we consider the equations of v,
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
vt = (vn)xx + λvβ , (x, t) ∈ (, )× (, t),
(vn)x(, t) = upvq (, t)≤ C(T – t)–pσ vq (, t), t ∈ (, t),
(vn)x(, t) = , t ∈ (, t),
v(x, ) = v(x), x ∈ [, ].
So v is a subsolution of (.). Let v be the solution of (.), where s = pσ .
(i) If p > α +m, from (.) we have p –m > p + , thus s = pσ = pp–m– < /.
(ii) If p < α +m, from (.) we have α > p + , also get s = pα– < /.
(iii) If p = α +m, from (.) we have p –m = α = p + , and we get
s = p
α –  =
p
p –m – 
< /.
By Lemma ., we have v(, t) < K . But on the other hand, we have
K = v(, t)≤ v(, t) < K ,
which is a contradiction; we conclude that v remains bounded up to time T . 
Proof of Theorem . Let h(t) = v(, t). Since max{α,p} >m, and v is a bounded, continu-
ous nondecreasing function in [,T], by Lemma ., we know
c(T – t)–σ ≤ max
[,]
u(·, t).
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Since v≥ δ, v satisﬁes
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
vt = (vn)xx + λvβ ≥ (vn)xx,
(vn)x(, t) = upvq (, t)≥ cδq (T – t)–pσ ,
(vn)x(, t) = ,
v(x, ) = v(x).
So v is a supersolution of (.). Let v be the solution of (.) with s = pσ . By Lemma .,
we have s < /, otherwise v will blow up, and v cannot be bounded.
(i) If p > α +m, from s = pp–m– < /, we have p –m > max{p + ,α}.
(ii) If p < α +m, from s = pα– < /, we have α > max{p + , p –m}.
(iii) If p = α +m, from s = pα– =
p
p–m– < /, we have p –m = α > p + .
From the previous three cases, we have (.). 
Proof of Theorem . By using the blow-up rate estimate in Lemma . instead of the
estimate in Lemma ., Theorem . can be proved by the same steps as in the proof of
statement (i) in Theorem .. We omit it here. 
Proof of Theorem . Under our assumptions u must blow up. If there exists initial data
that u blows up at ﬁnite timeT , while v remain bounded up to that time, fromTheorem .
we have (.) holds, which is a contradiction. 
3 Coexistence of simultaneous and non-simultaneous blow-ups
In this section, we consider the coexistence of both simultaneous and non-simultaneous
blow-ups, and we prove Theorems . and ..
Proof of Theorem . Let (u, v) be a solution of (.)-(.) with initial data (u, v) such
that u blows up at T while v remains bounded, that is, v≤ C. We only need to ﬁnd a L∞-
neighborhood of (u, v) such that any solution (uˆ, vˆ) of (.)-(.) with initial data (uˆ, vˆ)
in this neighborhood maintains the property that u blows up while v remains bounded.
In fact, as the solutions of (.)-(.) are bounded up to time T – ε, the continuity of
solution respect to initial conditions holds up to T – ε, which means for any , there is
a δ, ‖(uˆ, vˆ) – (u, v)‖∞ < δ, such that ‖(uˆ, vˆ) – (u, v)‖∞ < . When we let  = , there
is a δ, such that ‖(uˆ, vˆ) – (u, v)‖∞ < , so we get ‖uˆ – u‖∞ <  and ‖vˆ – v‖∞ < . Moreover,
u becomes large at time T – ε and v ≤ C up to T – ε, so have found a neighborhood of
(u, v) in L∞ such that, if (uˆ, vˆ) has initial data in such neighborhood, then uˆ becomes
large at time T – ε and vˆ ≤ C +  up to T – ε. The argument in the proof of Theorem .
allows us to conclude that uˆ blows up and vˆ remains bounded, if we consider time T – ε
as the initial time. 
Proof of Theorem . Under our assumptions, from Theorem ., we know that the set of
(u, v) such that u blows up and v remains bounded is nonempty. From Corollary .(i),
we also know the set of initial data for v blowing up and u being bounded is nonempty.
Moreover, Theorem . concludes that such sets are open. Clearly, the two open sets are
disjoint. That is to say, there exist (u, v) such that u and v blow up simultaneously at a
ﬁnite time T .
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Next, we will get a simultaneously blow-up rate, if there are simultaneous blow-ups.
Deﬁne
M(t) = u(, t) = max
[,]
u(·, t), N(t) = v(, t) = max
[,]




M(t)u(ay + ,bs + t), y ∈ [–/a, ], s ∈ [–t/b, ],
ψN (y, s) =

N(t)v(cy + ,ds + t), y ∈ [–/c, ], s ∈ [–t/d, ],
where a, b, c, d are positive functions of t deﬁned as follows:
a = M
–(p–m)









≤ ϕM,ψN ≤ ,




M · ut ≥ ,
∂ψN
∂s ≥ .
Moreover, (ϕM,ψN ) satisﬁes the following problem:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
(ϕM)s = (ϕmM)yy + λkM(ϕM)α ,
(ψN )s = (ψnN )yy + λkN (ψN )β ,













Nq , kN =
N–(q–n–β)
Mp .
Obviously, a,b, c,d,kM,kN →  as t → T .
We claim that there exist positive constants c and C, such that
c≤ (ϕM)s(, )≤ C, c≤ (ψN )s(, )≤ C (.)
for every small a.
Here, we only consider the estimate of (ϕM)s(, ); that of (ψN )s(, ) can be proven in
a similar way. Given {ϕMj}, there is a continuous function ϕ and a subsequence, which
we denote again by {ϕMj}, such that ϕMj → ϕ asM → ∞. Therefore, there exists a neigh-
borhood of (, ), U , such that ϕ > / in U . Since we have uniform convergence in U
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(we can assume that U is compact), for j large enough, we have / ≤ ϕMj ≤  in U . Thus
the functions ϕMj are solutions of uniformly parabolic equations in U , using the Schauder
estimates
‖ϕMj‖C+α,+α/ ≤ C, in U ,
the upper bound in (.) follows immediately. To obtain the lower estimate, assume for
ﬁnding a contradiction that there exists a sequence {ϕMj ,ψNj} such that (ϕMj )s(, ) → .
Since ϕMj → ϕ, ψNj → ψ ,  < ϕ,ψ ≤ , ϕ(, ) =ψ(, ) = , ∂ϕ∂s , ∂ψ∂s ≥ , and ϕ satisﬁes
{
ϕs = (ϕm)yy,
(ϕm)y(, s) = ϕp (, s)ψp (, s),
w = ϕs satisﬁes
{
ws = (mϕm–w)yy,
(mϕm–w)y(, s) = pϕp–w(, s)ψp (, s) + pϕpψp–ψs(, s)≥ .
On the other hand, (ϕMj )s(, ) → ϕs(, ), so w(, ) = ϕs(, ) = , since ut ≥ , w = ϕs ≥
, hence w has a minimum at (, ), and by Hopf ’s lemma, w ≡ , which implies ϕ does
not depend on s. Thus ϕ = ϕ(y) satisﬁes
{
 = (ϕm)yy,
(ϕm)y() = ϕp ()ψp () = ,
so (ϕm)(y)≥  + y, which contradicts the fact that ≤ ϕ ≤ ; thus (.) holds.
Rewriting the estimate in terms ofM and N , we have




Nn–q+qN ′ ≤ C,
cNn–q+qN ′ ≤Mm–p+pM′ ≤ CNn–q+qN ′.




Integrating on (t,T), the estimate of v follows. Through a similar computation the estimate
of u can be given. 
4 Non-simultaneous blow-ups always happen
In this section, we will show that under certain conditions non-simultaneous blow-ups
always occur, and we will prove Theorems . and ..
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Proof of Theorem . Assume that there is an initial data (u, v), such that u and v both
blow up at time T . Following the steps of the proof of Theorem ., we get (.). Thus
Mm–pM′ ≥ cNq , Nn–qN ′ ≤ CMp .
First, we assume that q – q + n +  > , after a straightforward computation we obtain
CM(t)p–p+m+ +C ≥ cN(t)q–q+n+ – c.
As p – p + m +  < , and q – q + n +  > , we obtain a contradiction with the
assumption of simultaneous blow-ups.
If q – q + n +  = , we have
CM(t)p–p+m+ +C ≥ c lnN(t) – c,
also a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem . It is well known that under the assumptions, v cannot blow up
without the help of u. So the blow-up time of v cannot be larger than that of u. u blows
up at ﬁnite time T , by considering the solution at time T – ε as initial data, we may as-
sume that the blow-up time is as small as desired. Following the same steps of the proof
of Theorem ., the conclusion follows. 
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